Poignant Story With Stunning Artwork

Papa says

its the sound of leaving

that speaks to my soul... The poignant words of two-time Coretta Scott King Award-winning author Angela Johnson and striking images from fine artist Loren Long join forces in this heartbreaking yet uplifting picture book about a boy, his love for trains, and his adulation of one legendary engineer. Its the story of a hero lost and a hero discovered, of a dream crushed then reawakened, but mostly it is a story of the force that sustains the human spirit -- hope.

My Personal Review:
This story is such a wonderful book for any train-lover. Beautifully written, it is a sad, sweet tale of a boys dreams of Casey Jones and the railroad. The illustrations are absolutely fantastic. I am a huge fan of Loren Long, the illustrator. His style is dramatic and amazing, and the art work actually makes you feel the words written on the pages. I loved this book.

For More 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price:
I Dream of Trains (Golden Kite Awards (Awards)) by Angela Johnson - 5 Star Customer Reviews and Lowest Price!